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GREAT FOR:

EZ Weeding Table

™

••
••

Optimize Your Work Space

••

The EZ Weeding Table heats up your hot or warm peel heat transfer vinyl to
make weeding easier and more efficient.
••

A clamp-down feature provides the “extra hand” you need when weeding
larger designs.

••

Fits on most counter tops and production tables and folds for easy storage.

MAKE MORE IN LESS TIME
In the same amount of time it takes to weed 30 complex
designs from Glitter Flake™, you’re able to weed 82. That
means more shirts ready to produce and sell efficiently driving
your bottom line.

TACKLE HARDER TO WEED
MATERIALS

Warm or hot peel heat transfer vinyl
Increasing productivity
Decreasing labor cost by 60% on
average

PRODUCTIVITY

30 Designs 82 Designs

Without With
EZ Weeding EZ Weeding
Table Table

The EZ Weeding Table™ is a must when working with Stahls'
Glitter Flake™, Fashion-FILM®, 3M™ Reflective, and CAD-CUT®
Adhesive. Weed these materials quickly even on detailed and
delicate designs.

PROVEN TIME-SAVER
The EZ Weeding Table™ makes the weeding process more
efficient which translates to your bottom line.
“We are confident that we will reduce our weeding time at
least 60% overall but on very detailed, delicate projects up
to 70%. Adding this piece of equipment to our business
will lower our production costs, therefore allowing for more
pieces per hour which goes right to the bottom line profit.”
– Sandy F., Stirling Promotions
WATCH NOW

BUY NOW

STAHLS'

See the EZ Weeding™ Table in action!
Get a close-up view of all the features
of the weeding table and see how much
easier weeding can be with heat.

Get the details on the EZ Weeding Table™
at Stahls’. Find product information, a
compatible materials list, and pricing at
our website. Start saving time and money
in your shop.

The industry’s premier source for heat
printing products, services and equipment for team dealers, screen printers,
embroiderers, and promotional product
distributors.

tinyurl.com/ez-weed

stahls.com/ezweeding
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*Patent Pending
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